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Dear Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, Minister for the Environment Greg Hunt and Minister for Foreign Affairs Julie Bishop
Respectfully, we raise the following issues for your consideration.
On September 7th, 2013 the Australian people voted in the Abbott Liberal Coalition government. As opposition leader, Tony
Abbott promised to rid Australia of the "human caused global warming" aka "climate change" scam-based taxes. That was
the major reason for his resounding victory. http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-07-17/carbon-tax-repealed-by-senate/5604246
He kept his promise and was a good, strong, ethical Prime Minister for the short time that we had him.
Under the Turnbull Government Australia's already fragile representative democracy has stepped ever closer to socialism

under the rule of the United Nations. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NG0WcjGHkEw
Tony Abbott once stated "the Australian people are sick of being lectured by the United Nations". He was absolutely correct.
We, including the silent majority who now see the scam, say strongly "No Thanks" to the United Nations' offer of global
socialism.
We refer you to this letter. http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/1.HoldingGregHunt&theBomAccountable.pdf
(paragraphs 9 to 15) for the history of Australia's descent into what will soon become political chaos. These events over
some 4 decades have led to the present situation, where politicians and Lysenkolike pseudo-scientists have virtually
extinguished the integrity of science.
This sad scenario is best exemplified by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. See here
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/NonInteracticePosterForDecember1931.pdf, here SystemGeneratedFakeData
and here http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/WilliamCreekHeat.pdf
Yet, we have a Minster for the Environment who appears to keep himself wilfully ignorant of the errors and mistakes that are
being perpetrated under his auspices. He has effectively stopped or stonewalled any investigation into the BOM'S data
management practices. Our opinion, which is not an uncommon one, is that the BOM’s temperature record is seriously
flawed and not suitable for policy decisions.
The insidious agenda that underpins the rationalisation of these 'faults' is best described by our close colleague Graham
Williamson in his correspondence with MP Julie Bishop.
We fear that political, stability will not return under your leadership. On the contrary, it will probably descend into chaos.
There is a move afoot among Australian voters. As we realise that we are sliding into socialism, or worse, our only hope is to
activate for direct democracy. A concerted collective vote only for Independents or minor parties will be the first step towards
it.
However, you have the power to prevent this chaos. If you care about the wishes of the silent majority you will return strongly
to the mandate the silent majority gave to Tony Abbott. Please, set your preconceptions aside and frankly and fully facilitate
an objective, science based investigation into, what the evidence indicates, is an expensive and destructive 'mistake'.
In closing, we are not sure why we have three lawyers running our country. However, if there is anything we have said to, or
about you PM Malcolm Turnbull, or you MPs Greg Hunt and Julie Bishop, that you think is untrue, please inform us now by
responding to this email. We love our country and all its flora and fauna. We write these letters because we believe that
putting these, divisive issues on the public record and holding Australian citizens individually accountable for their actions is
the best way to keep our country safe in a troubled world.
Respectfully Yours
Dr Judy Ryan
Dr Marjorie Curtis

